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The Co-operative Group in 
partnership with Manchester City 
Council with support from The 
European Regional Development 
Fund. 
Cundall Light4 
Principal Contractor - Detail design, 
supply, installation and programming 
of the interactive LED feature 
lighting. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Following a European wide tender 
process Studiotech were tasked with 
turning the Cundall Light4 designs 
and NOMA aspirations into a dynamic 
light installation. 
 
 
We took the concept devised by the 
client and created a bespoke 
interactive lighting solution.  Our 
engineers installed a total of 9,480 
individually addressable LED lights to 
each Earth Tube totalling a 
staggering 28,440 LED lights. 
 
 
 
 
 
With the concept continually 
evolving, we have been able to 
future proof the lighting so it can 
deliver new elements, as the 
capabilities of the Earth Tubes 
develop over the coming years.  
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Testimonials 

 

“ I would like to congratulate the  
Studiotech team for  the successful 
delivery of the NOMA Earth Tubes 
lighting project in Manchester which 
forms part of the Public Realm Phase 
2 & 3 Contract. 
Studiotech engineered the project 
from concept to completion in a  
professional and organised manner.  
As Principal Contractor Studiotech 
managed all aspects of a safe  
installation on a challenging site with 
the minimum of disruption to the  
Client and their stakeholders.”   
-John Luddington - Project Manager - 
The Co-operative 
 
“Studiotech took our designs and 
brought them to life in an exciting 
and eyecatching display of colour 
and style.  Throughout the whole de-
sign and installation process their en-
gineers worked with professionalism 
and diligence to complete on time 
and produce the stunning results 
that can now be seen in Angel 
Square.  We are very much looking 
forward to working with Studiotech 
in the very near future.” 
-Andrew Bissell - Director -Cundall 
Light4 
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Studiotech 
Bridge House, Unit 13, 
Latham Close, Bredbury, 
Stockport, Cheshire,  
SK6 2SD 
 
0161 292 9000 
 
www.studiotech.co.uk 
info@studiotech.co.uk 


